tagior.ists" ; the supporters of the >-econd " localists." As is always the case in medicine, the conflict of views is important, inasmuch as the measures to be adopted in the healing and prevention of a disease depend on the theoretical conception of jt.
All readers know that cholera originated in the East Indies, and most individuals are also aware that th epidemic spread into Europe in the present century (1830) . We shall first speak of-its age in India, the home of cholera. There the disease appears to have existed at all times ; not only at the time of the discovery of the sea passage to India by the Portuguese, but long before, as the oldest Sanskrit writings show. Many hundreds of years before the birth of Christ the disease was accurately described and its epidemics spoken of as attended with mah'A mdri (magna mors, great death), In these writings the disease appears under widely different names, which are taken from the chie'f symptoms:?(1) VishA dschiki, vomiting and sweating ; (2) alasikd, cramps which bring on exhaustion and stiffness*; (3) rilambikd, which is perhaps best translated by the term " collapse " Another word which is often used in India is taken from the.Mahratta, mordeshin or mordschi, which has been translated into French as mort de chieit, but which also means " collapse."
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries A.D. In heavy clay soils the water drives the air completely out, and thorough desiccation would be required to replace all the air. Klebs and Tommasi-Crudeli have already discovered a micro-organism which flourishes only in a moist soil containing air?the bacillus malariae.
We shall now inquire into the time relations of cholera at its permanent home in Lower Bengal. Dr. John Macpherson has, in his work on " Cholera in its Home," tabulated the number of cases of death from cholera in Calcutta for each month of the year for a period of twenty-six years. I have calculated and arranged in a tabular form from these statistics the average number of deaths in each month, and contrasted each month with the average rainfall at Calcutta. (See Table I .) It That these claims are substantial will be granted by a study of the rainfall and related circumstances in other parts of India. This is well seen at Madras, as indicated by Total.
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62-58 subsoil water. This is unfortunately still the darkest chapter in the book, and will probably remain so ; but it is not darker than the explanation of the nature of another infectious < isease which is equally dependent on conditions of soil and water? namely, malar al fever, We are firmly convinced of its telluric and climatic origin, and yet a study of von Hirsch's "Handbook on Historio-geographical Pathology " shows how little we know.
Whether the infective material gets to man from the air, or water, or food, or the sting of a gnat, and so forth, we know not; and if we examine the tables showing the appearance of ague in the different months of the year in I eipzig, Vienna.
&c., we come to see that the tables are not so very different from those drawn up by l-rauser on cholera. In malarial fevers it is doubted whether infection is conveyed by the drinking water, whereas contagionists believe that cholera is propaga'ed through this soutce. The diinking water theory played a great part in the causation of epidemics in the Middle Ages, it was believed that wicked men, either Jews or Christians, had poisoned the springs from which death was drunk Fo>-good health, pure water is as necessary as pure air, good food, comfortable quarters.
The last sheet-anchor of the eontagionists is always the linen of cholera patients. But this view rests on such debatable ground that in the end it may prove to be falacious. If cholera is really spread through human intercourse, then it is clear that the unknown specific something must accompany other vehicles, which may be man himself; and if this something can cause illness in man then it must reside in the system of the patient and ought to be found there. In chronic vascular eczema, especially where the parts become covered with confluent patches of papules, and on which there is more or less infiltration, dry and attended with persistent and obstinate itching, the judicious use of massage will often not only remove the abnormal and pent up effete products, but will produce a sedative action on the irritation, and give the sufferer a blissful state of repose, followed with sleep, vtfiich formerly had been constantly interrupted by the itching.
